Planetary Volcanology Field Trip
Pinacate Volcanic Field
Sonora, Mexico
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PINACATE FIELD TRIP STUDENT EXERCISE QUESTION SHEETS

Name ____________________________________
GLG 490/598 Field Trip to the Pinacate Volcanic Field
Sarah A. Fagents, David A. Williams, Ronald Greeley, and John F. McHone
INTRODUCTION
This is a 2 d field trip to the Pinacate Biosphere Reserve in Sonora, Mexico. The Pinacate volcanic field has been active for the
past 2–3 m.y. Lavas are derived from melting of deep, garnet-bearing asthenosphere, possibly as a miniplume that welled up near,
but distinct from, a spreading center in the adjacent Gulf of California (Sea of Cortez) to the south (Goss et al., 2008). The Pinacate
field contain diverse volcanic landforms, including a shield volcano, a tuff cone, maars, cinder cones, and lava flows. Two different
alkalic rock series are represented: One constitutes the >400 monogenetic cones and craters formed over the last 1.2 m.y. or more;
the other forms the extinct Santa Clara shield volcano. The former consists of basalts and hawaiites, whereas the latter constitutes
an entire alkaline differentiation series: basalt, hawaiite, mugearite, benmoreite, and trachyte.
This trip will focus on the deposits and morphologic expressions of explosion craters, volcanic cones, and lava flows.
Guidebook Cover Image: The Pinacate volcanic field as imaged by the Spaceborne Imaging Radar-C/X-band Synthetic Aperture Radar (SIR-C/X-SAR) carried onboard the space shuttle Endeavor on 18 April 1994. Image is centered at 31.84°N, 113.47°W.
The colors are assigned to different radar frequencies and polarizations of the radar as follows: red is L band (23.5 cm), horizontally transmitted and received; green is L band, horizontally transmitted, vertically received; and blue is C band (4–8 cm), horizontally transmitted, vertically received. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) photojournal image PIA 01852.
DAY 1
Mile 0
Mile 1
Mile 3.5
Mile 12
Mile 43
Mile 49

Depart Tempe: Head south on Rural Road to Broadway Road.
Turn right on Broadway.
At the junction with I-10, head south toward Tucson for ~8.5 miles.
Take the Maricopa road exit and head south for 29 miles.
At the junction with Hwy 84, turn west.
Take I-8 west.
Stop 1. Rest area (or Gila Bend). Overview of geology of the area.
Mile 83
Take exit 116 at Gila Bend, turn south on Hwy 85.
Mile 126? Stop 2. Mining pit in Ajo. Discussion of mineral deposits and mining operations. Mile 160?
Stop 3
(optional) Organ Pipe National Monument visitor center.
Mile 163 Stop 4. Mexican border at Lukeville. After crossing, proceed to Sonoyta.
Mile 165 Turning right onto Route 8, heading southwest towards Puerto Peñasco. The oldest volcanic center (Volcan Santa
Clara) of the Pinacate volcanic field will become visible to the west.
EXERCISE 1. Remote sensing of the Pinacate region.
En route to the Pinacate volcanic field, examine the color SIR-C/X-SAR radar image of the volcanic field (the front cover of
your field guide). Based on your understanding of how microwave radiation interacts with surface materials, together with
what you see from the van, suggest answers to the following questions:
1.1 What are the anastamosing channels in the southeast portion of the image? What causes the bright radar return?

1.2 What might compose the broad, dark patterned surface in the far southwest of the image?

1.3 What causes the reddish hues in the image?
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1.4 Within the main volcanic area, how many prominent (>500 m diameter) craters can you identify? Comment on the variations
in morphology and crater floor brightness/color.

1.5 What are the lobate, bright yellowish features prominent in the eastern part of the field? What is the cause of their radar brightness?

Now examine the false-color Landsat image of the Pinacate volcanic field (Fig. 1). This was constructed with band 7 (2.08–
2.35 µm), band 4 (0.76–0.90 µm), and band 2 (0.52–0.60 µm) in the red, green, and blue channels, respectively. By referring
to Figure 2, which shows spectra of common rocks and minerals, answer the following questions.
1.6 What are the abundant circular red features? Why are they red?

1.7 Note that many of the craters and other features that are prominent in the radar image are less distinct in visible to near infrared wavelengths. Why is much of the volcanic field dark?

1.8 What is the material making up the yellowish surface to the southwest?

Mile 200
Mile 210
Mile 217

At the sign for the Pinacate Biosphere Reserve, turn right off Route 8 onto dirt road, stop at visitor’s center to register
and obtain a camping permit. Continue north on the dirt road for ~10 mi (~16.1 km).
Bear left at fork in road, following the sign to Crater Elegante.
Stop 6. Crater Elegante. Lunch.

Crater Elegante is ~1600 m in diameter and 244 m deep, and it formed some 32,000 yr ago. The rim affords a great perspective of
the surrounding geology: Volcan Santa Clara dominates the southwestern horizon. To the northeast, there are the cones of Tecolote, Mayo, and Cerro Colorado. The low-lying area to the south hosts abundant small cones. Lava flows are clearly visible to the
west and northeast.
EXERCISE 2. Crater Elegante.
Walk up to the crater rim and (with caution) scramble a few meters down the slope toward the crater floor to examine the
outcrops.
2.1 Describe the deposits in terms of their components, bedding structures, dip, etc.

2.2 What eruption mechanism do these deposits represent?

Walk west along the crater rim for 500–1000 m. Look across to the highest point along the rim on the opposite side.
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2.3 What do you notice about the structure in the opposite wall?

Now backtrack and walk east around the crater toward the highest point. Along the way, note the relief of the crater rim in
relation to the surrounding area, the dip of the beds, and the depth to crater floor. Also note the variety of large ejecta types.
2.4 Describe the material comprising the highest point of the rim. How does it differ from that found elsewhere? What is the
relationship of this structure to the crater?

2.5 Based on everything you’ve observed, what type of feature is Elegante? How did it form?

2.6 Examine the enlargement of the radar image covering Elegante (Fig. 3). Explain the variation in radar brightness in the crater floor.

2.7 What features does Elegante have or lack compared to impact craters?

Returning to the vans, leave Elegante and travel north around Tecolote Cone.
Mile 221

Mile 224

Stop 7. ‘A‘ā lava flow front. We will examine the lava textures and discuss the emplacement processes of ‘a‘ā flows.
Walk up and examine the textures of the lava surface and flow front. How do these characteristics relate to the radar brightness?
Noting the characteristics of the surrounding surfaces, examine the enlarged radar image (Figs. 4, A1, A2) to locate
our position.
Stop 8. Continuing along the road, we will turn left into the Tecolote campground.

EXERCISE 3. Lava flows.
Walk west along the short road through the campground for ~500 m until you enter a broad basin surrounded by thick lava
flows. One flow emanates from Mayo Cone, immediately to the north of the campground; another comes from the Tecolote
Cone complex to the south. Walk clockwise around the margins of the basin to examine the different lava flows.
3.1 Locate the pāhoehoe flow. Note the surface textures. What is its stratigraphic relationship and age relative to the ‘a‘ā flow?

3.2 From the radar image, what can you say about the abundance of pāhoehoe flows relative to ‘a‘ā in the Pinacate volcanic field?

DAY 2
EXERCISE 4. Mayo Cone.
Starting from the campground, skirt westward along the base of the Mayo Cone and head up over the saddle into the interior
of the breached cone complex.
4.1 Describe the characteristics of the pyroclastic material comprising the cone’s outer flanks. How does this differ from the
material you saw at Elegante?

4.2 Describe the characteristics of the pyroclasts and deposits within the interior of the breached cone.
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Figure A1. Aerial photo of the Pinacate volcanic field, showing Crater Elegante (E), Tecolote (T),
and Mayo (M) Cones. Image is courtesy Arizona State University Space Photography Laboratory.

4.3 Based on your observations of the cone complex and pyroclastic material, describe the eruption mechanisms responsible for
the deposits. How do you think the eruption evolved through time?

Returning to the vans, leave the campground and head west to Cerro Colorado.
Mile 230
Mile 233

Stop 9. View of Cerro Colorado to the north. Note the relief of the structure and dip of the bedding.
Stop 10. North rim of Cerro Colorado.

Cerro Colorado is >27,000 yr old, based on Ar/Ar dating of overlying lapilli. The crater is ~1000 m in diameter, with the crater
floor lying >100 m below the highest point on the south rim. The morphology of the crater records multiple centers of activity. Note
the presence of Diaz Playa to the north of Cerro Colorado.
EXERCISE 5. Cerro Colorado.
Walk down a few meters inside the crater rim onto the benches to examine rim deposits.
5.1

Describe the characteristics of these deposits (clast types, bedding, dip, etc.).
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Figure A2. Spaceborne Imaging Radar (SIR)-A radar image of the Pinacate volcanic field, showing Crater Elegante, and Tecolote and Mayo Cones (cf. Fig. A1). Image is courtesy Arizona State
University Space Photography Laboratory.

5.2

How were these deposits formed?

5.3

What do the lithic clasts say about the pre-eruption environment?

5.4

How do these deposits differ from those at Elegante?

Looking down into the crater, note the pinkish tan deposits exposed at the bottom of the crater’s north wall. These are mudstones, which probably represent preexisting playa deposits.
5.5

What does the morphology of the crater interior suggest regarding the focus of eruptive activity?

Return to the crater rim. Walk counterclockwise around to the northwest part of the rim. Note the presence of long-wavelength radial dune forms on the outer flanks. Examine the deposits in the crater wall.
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5.6

What do these deposit characteristics suggest about their mechanism of emplacement?

5.7

What do your observations of cone relief, deposit characteristics, and bedding dip suggest about eruption style and the role
of external water? What type of feature is Cerro Colorado?

Return to the crater rim and head back to the vans.
5.8

Locate Cerro Colorado on the radar image (front cover). Explain the radar-dark apron.

5.9

Study the radar image to determine the locations of major craters. Given what you now know about the formation of volcanic
craters at Pinacate, what inferences might you make about the paleohydrology of this region?

5.10 How might one distinguish between impact craters and volcanic craters such as Cerro Colorado and Crater Elegante in
remotely sensed data?

Lunch at the vans. We will leave Cerro Colorado and head north out of the Reserve.
Mile 234
Mile 239
Mile 240
Mile 272
Mile 274

Head north through Playa Diaz.
Head north on cinder road.
Exit Pinacate Biosphere Reserve. Join Route 2 heading east.
Turn left at junction with Route 8. Head north through Sonoyta to border.
Border crossing. Reverse the outbound route to return to Tempe.
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RESERVA DE LA BIOSFERA
EL PINACATE Y GRAN DESIERTO DE ALTAR
REGULATIONS
Welcome to El Pinacate! You are in a biosphere reserve managed by the Mexican Federal
Government and the Comision Nacional de Areas Naturales Protegidas (CONANP).
The reserve’s park rangers and other staff members are empowered to enforce the observance
of these regulations and to protect the area. They have a radio and telephone link with the Federal Plice,
the Mexican Army, PROFEPA (the Environmental Protection Attorney General’s Office) and the Attorney
General’s Office to prosecute immediately any violation of the law.
Help us preserve this area and avoid legal action be taken against you. Penalties can go from a
verbal warning to incarceration.

GENERAL REGULATIONS:
 All visitors shall fill out registration form F-01 at the Visitor’s Center and pay the corresponding fee
(Federal Rights Law, article 198-A) or, if not possible in the field and hand it to any staff member.
 The reserve is open to all citizens’ nevertheless, any visitor that might seem to be a potential
danger for the reserve’s or other visitor’s integrity or even to himself will not be allowed to enter,
such as people under the influence of intoxicating beverages or drugs.
 Weapons are strictly prohibited.
 Remains or any other type of the area’s natural or cultural resources is totally prohibited.
 The use of plants or animals for feeding, heating or ritual purposes is not allowed but in some
exceptional cases and only with the reserve’s authorized personnel’s written approval.
 It is strictly forbidden to let free domestic or exotic wild animals or to plan native or exotic plants.
 A special permit issued by the SEMARNAT and a payment receipt are required for commercial
filming.
 Campfires are not allowed; portable gas, alcohol or other fuel stoves are permitted only in
designated campgrounds or in the backcountry when there is no risk of starting a fire and when
not done in commonly used parking areas or roads..
 We strongly recommend that you do not bring in your pets. A pet shall be let in provided it
remains in your vehicle or if you keep it under control on a leash when you walk it out. In any
case a permit might be denied by the staff in duty when it be considered that your pet poses a
risk for the area or for other visitors.
 Very big or heavy vehicles shall not be allowed to enter, such as RVs or many-wheeled vehicles.
ATV’s (All Terrain Vehicles) or ORVs (Off Terrain Vehicles) and sand boogies are strictly
forbidden.
 Vehicles transporting toxic, flammable, or hazardous materials shall not be allowed to enter; not
even when they are in transit to other destinations.
 You shall respect and observe indications of the signaling systems that you will find within the
reserve, such: NOT trespassing closed roads, NOT off-driving from authorized roads, NOT
speeding (25 miles maximum speed), etc.
 Climbing down craters is not allowed.
 Loud volume audio equipment is not permitted, that is, if the sound is audible at 250 yards.
 All alcoholic beverages are strictly forbidden but those of low alcohol content such as beer and
only in small amounts. The staff in duty will check up each particular case. Likewise, introduction
of any substance that might be used as intoxicant or narcotic is illegal.
 Any activity that maybe a possible source of air, water, or soil pollution is forbidden, such as fluid
or solid waste disposal, burning or combustion of any kind of materials, etc.
 The trash that you bring or generate during your stay shall be picked up and taken away from the
reserve. Do not bury it even if it is organic garbage.
 If you defecate outdoors you shall bury your feces in a cat hole of some 8-10 inches deep; DO
NOT bury toilet paper or sanitary pads in it, but put them into a plastic bag and take the bag away
with you.
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RESERVA DE LA BIOSFERA
EL PINACATE Y GRAN DESIERTO DE ALTAR
CAMPGROUND REGULATIONS
 If you want to camp in the reserve it is mandatory that you apply in writing for a permit (Form F01). Hand in your application form to personnel in duty at the Visitor’s Center.

 Camping shall be allowed only within predetermined sites intended for that purpose and
designated by the reserve’s personnel. People allocation in campgrounds will be done based on
sited carrying capacity.
Authorized campsites are as follows:

• RED CONE

Capacity for 20 persons and /or 5 vehicles. Located at 16.2 miles northeast of the Visitor’s
Center. Access through a rocky and bad shaped dirt road. We recommend that you take a high
vehicle. Four wheel drive is not necessary. This site doesn’t have any kind of services or
facilities but a few picnic tables and benches. It is the closest spot to the Santa Clara volcano
(Pinacate) by road.

• EL TECOLOTE

Capacity for 40 persons and/or 10 vehicles. Located at 20.6 miles north of the Visitor’s Center
through a moderately well-shaped dirt road, somehow sandy in parts (sand and vocanic ash). It
is okay for regular vehicles to transit. It doesn’t have any services or facilities but a few picnic
tables and benches. It is the nearest campground to the El Elegante crater (approximately 5
miles Northeast).

• BACKCOUNTRY CAMPING

All sites have a maximum capacity for 3 persons and no vehicles. These are located anywhere
within the public area (see map) at one third of a mile away from roads, water reservoirs, craters,
lava flows, lapilli areas, or archaeological sites. Access only on foot.

 We do note make camping reservations. You must register for a permit available on a first-come,
first-served basis at the Visitor’s Center information desk.
 If a specific campground has some vacancies it will still receive individuals or other group
members that will share the place with you until the site is full to its capacity. We do not have
exclusive sites.
 Pets are not allowed at either of the two established campgrounds.
 Only campfires are permitted using charcoal and fuel pellets.
 You are allowed to cook or heat your meals on portable grills or stoves within campgrounds or
other campsites, provided that no risk of catching fire is present, and when not done in commonly
visited parking areas or roads.
 DO NOT use rocks to anchor tents or canvas on the ground.
 Audio equipment is not allowed unless you listen to it through a headset or at low volume and
provided other people are in agreement. The same applies to musical instruments such as
guitars.
 It is strictly forbidden to slide downhill for recreational purposes on volcanic-ash-covered
hills, as well as to do any other destructive activity that may cause a negative impact on
the soil, vegetation, fauna or archaeological remains.

Information Center phone number (from US) 011-52-638-384-9007
E-Mail pinacate@conanp.gob.mx
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